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SYLLABUS FOR HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

 

MODULE – I CONCEPT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

a. Health – Definition and spectrum of health 

b. Various aspects of health-physical health, mental health, social health, spiritual health  
c. Factors influencing health-Biological factors, environmental factors, socio-cultural factors, 

Personal factors.  
d. Physical Education - Meaning and definition, aims, objectives and importance of physical 

education 

 

MODULE - II INTRODUCTION TO FITNESS 
 

a. Meaning and importance of physical fitness. 

b. Components of physical fitness-Health related and skill related fitness.  
c. Means of fitness development-aerobic and anaerobic activities, sports and games, yoga and 

recreational activities.  
d. Principles of use and disuse. Relationship between duration and severity of exercise – stitch, 

cramps. Oxygen debt and second wind  
e. Posture- Meaning and concepts of posture, classification of posture- Endomorph, Ectomorph and 

Mesomorph, Dynamic postures- sitting,standing, walking, running, lying,- Postural deformities-

Kyphosis, Lordosis, Scoliosis, Knock knee, Bow leg, Flat foot.  
f. Health risk behaviours- Effects of Drugs, Alcohol, Smoking, Dietary abuse and Inactivity. 

 

MODULE - III FIRST AID 
 

a. Definition and purpose of first aid Principles and Ethics of First Aid 

b. First Aid – General Procedure -first aid kit. 

c. Wounds (types and its management) 

d. Fractures (types and its management)  
e. First aid for –burns, snake bite, drowning, unconsciousness, electric shock, chocking, sun stroke, 

bleeding.  
f. Bandaging techniques 

g. Techniques of carrying injured persons. 

h. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). 

 

MODULE - IV FOOD AND NUTRITION 
 

a. Classification of food 

b. Calories and daily requirement of calories. 

c. Balanced diet 

d. Food pyramid 

e. Caloric value of Indian foods  
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EXPERIMENT 1: 

TRACK AND FIELD 
 

 

The sport of track and field has its roots in human prehistory. Track and field-style events are 

among the oldest of all sporting competitions, as running, jumping and throwing are natural and universal 

forms of human physical expression. The first recorded examples of organized track and field events at a 

sports festival are the Ancient Olympic Games. At the first Games in 776 BC in Olympia, Greece. The 

scope of the Games expanded in later years to include further running competitions, but the introduction 

of the Ancient Olympic pentathlon marked a step towards track and field as it is recognized today—it 

comprised a five-event competition of the long jump, javelin throw, discus throw, footrace and wrestling 

 
Track and field is a sport which combines various athletic contests based on the skills of running, 

jumping, and throwing. A stadium with an oval running track enclosing a grass field where the throwing 

and jumping events take place. 

 
The running events, which include sprints, middle and long-distance events, and hurdling, are won 

by the athlete with the fastest time. The jumping and throwing events are won by the athlete who achieves 

the greatest distance or height. Regular jumping events include long jump, triple jump, high jump and 

pole vault, while the most common throwing events are shot put, javelin, discus and hammer. There are 

also "combined events", such as heptathlon and decathlon, in which athletes compete in a number of the 

above events. Most track and field events are individual sports with a single victor, but a number are relay 

races. Events are almost exclusively divided by gender, although both the men's and women's 

competitions are usually held at the same venue. 

 
Track and field is categorized under the umbrella sport of athletics, which also includes road 

running, cross country running, and race walking. At the international level, the two most prestigious 

international track and field competitions are athletics competition at the Olympic Games and the IAAF 

World Championships in Athletics. The International Association of Athletics Federations is the 

international governing body. 

 
Records are kept of the best performances in specific events, at world and national levels, right 

down to a personal level. However, if athletes are deemed to have violated the event's rules or 

regulations, they are disqualified from the competition and their marks are erased. 

 
The establishment of the modern Olympic Games at the end of the 19th century marked a new 

high for track and field. The Olympic athletics programme, comprising track and field events plus a 

marathon race, contained many of the foremost sporting competitions of the 1896 Summer Olympics. 

The Olympics also consolidated the use of metric measurements in international track and field events, 

both for race distances and for measuring jumps and throws. The Olympic athletics programme greatly 

expanded over the next decades, and track and field contests remained among the Games' most 

prominent. The Olympics was the elite competition for track and field, and only amateur sportsmen could 

compete. 
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Official world championship track and field events 

 

        

Track 

          

Field 

     

                       

                           

Combined events 

  

 

Sprints 

  

Middle- 

   

Long- 

   

Hurdles 

   

Relays 

   

Jumps 

  

Throws 

    

                     

                      

   

distance 

   

distance 

                

                            

                              

                              

                     

Long 

        

                       

Shotput 

     

                     

jump 

       

                       

Discus 

     

    

800 m 

      

100 m hurdles 

  

4×100 m 

  

Triple 

       

                

throw 

  

Pentathlon 

  

 

100  m 

  

1500 m 

  

5000 m 

  

110 m hurdles 

  

relay 

   

jump 

      

              

Hammer 

  

Heptathlon 

  

 

200  m 

  

3000 

   

10,000 m 

  

400 m hurdles 

  

4×400 m 

  

High 

      

              

throw 

  

Decathlon 

  

 

400 m 

  

m 

       

3000 

 

m 

  

relay 

   

jump 

      

                  

Javelin 

     

            

steeplechase 

      

Pole 

       

                    

throw 

     

                     

vault 

       

                                                           
 
 

The term track and field is intertwined with the stadiums that first hosted such competitions. The 

two basic features of a track and field stadium are the outer oval-shaped running track and an area of turf 

within this track—the field. As the sport developed, the IAAF standardised the length to 400 m and 

stated that the tracks must be split into six to eight running lanes. Precise widths for the lanes were 

established, as were regulations regarding the curvature of the track. Tracks made of flattened cinders 

were popular in the early 20th century but synthetic tracks became standard in the late 1960s. Many 

track and field stadiums are multi-purpose stadiums, with the running track surrounding a field built for 

other sports, such as the various types of football. 
 

The field of the stadium combines a number of elements for use in the jumping and throwing 

events. The long jump and triple jump are as comprise a straight, narrow 40-metre running track with a 

sandpit at one or both ends. Jumps are measured from a take off board—typically a small strip of wood 

with a plasticine marker attached—which ensures athletes jump from behind the measurement line. The 

pole vault area is also a 40-metre running track and has an indentation in the ground (the box) where 

vaulters plant their poles to propel themselves over a crossbar before falling onto cushioned landing 

mats. The high jump is a stripped down version of this, with an open area of track or field that leads to a 

crossbar with a square area of landing mats behind it. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Take_off_board&action=edit&redlink=1
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landing_mat
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The four throwing events generally all begin on one side of the stadium. The javelin throw 

typically takes place on a piece of track that is central and parallel to the straights of the main running 

track. The javelin throwing area is a sector shape frequently across the Pitch (sports field) in the middle 

of the stadium, ensuring that the javelin has a minimal chance of causing damage or injury. The discus 

throw and hammer throw contests begin in a tall metal cage usually situated in one of the corners of the 

field. The cage reduces the danger of implements being thrown out of the field of play and throws travel 

diagonally across the field in the centre of the stadium. The shot put features a circular throwing area 

with a toe board at one end. The throwing area is a sector. Some stadia also have a water jump area on 

one side of the field specifically for steeplechase races. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXPERIMENT 2: Date :……………….. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Javelin_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Javelin_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Javelin_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Javelin_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straight_(racing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circular_sector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discus_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discus_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discus_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hammer_throw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shot_put
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circular_sector
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Water_jump&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Water_jump&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steeplechase_(athletics)
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FITNESS TEST 
 

The following tests are designed to quickly gage a person's general fitness level. After taking the 

test, you may wish to train for a few months. Then, take the test again and compare the results. 

 

Instructions 
 

Simple descriptions of these tests are provided below. As it is not always possible to do the test 

exactly as described, you just have to make sure you are consistent and do the exercise the same way each 

time you do it. Then just try and improve your own score. Do each test with plenty of rest between so that 

you are fully recovered. Do a warm up first. 

 

Push Up 

 

Purpose : This test measures upper body strength 
 

 

Technique : Men should use the standard "military style" push up position with only the hands and the 

toes touching the floor in the starting position. Women have the additional option of using the "bent 

knee" position. To do this, kneel on the floor, hands on either side of the chest and keep your back 

straight. Lower the chest down towards the floor, always to the same level each time, either till your 

elbows are at right angles or your chest touches the ground. 
 

          

Push Up Test norms for MEN              

               

 Age  17-19  20-29  30-39  40-49  50-59  60-65  

                 

               

 Excellent  > 56  > 47  > 41  > 34  > 31  > 30  

               

               

 Good  47-56  39-47  34-41  28-34  25-31  24-30  

               

               

 Above average  35-46  30-39  25-33  21-28  18-24  17-23  

               

               

 Average  19-34  17-29  13-24  11-20  9-17  6-16  

               

               

 Below average  11-18  10-16  8-12  6-10  5-8  3-5  

               

 Poor  4-10  4-9  2-7  1-5  1-4  1-2  

                

 Very Poor  < 4  < 4  < 2  0   0  0  

http://www.topendsports.com/testing/warm-up.htm
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 Push Up Test norms for WOMEN            

               

 Age  17-19  20-29  30-39  40-49  50-59  60-65  

               

 Excellent  > 35  > 36  > 37  > 31  > 25  > 23  

               

               

 Good  27-35  30-36  30-37  25-31  21-25  19-23  

               

               

 Above Average  21-27  23-29  22-30  18-24  15-20  13-18  

               

               

 Average  11-20  12-22  10-21  8-17  7-14  5-12  

               

 Below average  6-10  7-11  5-9  4-7  3-6  2-4  

               

 Poor  2-5  2-6  1-4  1-3  1-2  1  

               

               

 Very Poor  0-1  0-1  0  0  0  0  

               

 

 

 

 

Sit Up 

  
Abdominal muscle strength and endurance is important for core stability and back support. This 

sit up test measures the strength and endurance of the abdominals and hip-flexor muscles. How many 

sit-ups can you do in 1 minute. 

 

Starting Position: Lie on a carpeted or cushioned floor with your knees bent at approximately right 

angles, with feet flat on the ground. Your hands should be resting on your thighs. 
 
Technique: Squeeze your stomach, push your back flat and raise high enough for your hands to slide 

along your thighs to touch the tops of your knees. Don't pull with you neck or head and keep your lower 

back on the floor. Then return to the starting position. 
 
 

 

1 Minute Sit Up Test (Men)              

                

 

Age 

 

18-25 

 

26-35 

 

36-45 

 

46-55 

 

56-65 

 

65+ 
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 Excellent  >49  >45  >41  >35  >31  >28   

               

 Good  44-49  40-45  35-41  29-35  25-31  22-28   

               

 Above average  39-43  35-39  30-34  25-28  21-24  19-21   

               

 Average  35-38  31-34  27-29  22-24  17-20  15-18   

               

 Below Average  31-34  29-30  23-26  18-21  13-16  11-14   

          

 Poor  25-30  22-28  17-22  13-17  9-12  7-10   

               

 Very Poor  <25  <22  <17  <13  <9  <7    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Minute Sit Up Test (Women)            

               

 Age  18-25  26-35  36-45  46-55  56-65  65+  

               

 Excellent  >43  >39  >33  >27  >24  >23  

               

 Good  37-43  33-39  27-33  22-27  18-24  17-23  

               

 Above average  33-36  29-32  23-26  18-21  13-17  14-16  

               

 Average  29-32  25-28  19-22  14-17  10-12  11-13  

               

 Below Average  25-28  21-24  15-18  10-13  7-9  5-10  

               

 Poor  18-24  13-20  7-14  5-9  3-6  2-4  

         

 Very Poor  <18  <13  <7  <5  <3  <2   
 
 
 

  
 

 

12-minute Run Test 
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12-minute Run Test is a popular maximal running test of aerobic fitness 
 

 

Age 

 

Excellent 

 

Above Ave 

 

Average 

 

Below Ave 

 

Poor 

  

        

        

        

              

 Male 20-29  > 2800m  2400 - 2800m  2200 - 2399m  1600 - 2199m  < 1600m   

              

 Males 30-39  > 2700m  2300 - 2700m  1900 - 2299m  1500 - 1999m  < 1500m   

              

 Males 40-49  > 2500m  2100 - 2500m  1700 - 2099m  1400 - 1699m  < 1400m   

              

 Males 50+  > 2400m  2000 - 2400m  1600 - 1999m  1300 - 1599m  < 1300m    

 

 

Age 

 

Excellent 

 

Above Ave 

 

Average 

 

Below Ave 

 

Poor 

  

        

        

              

 Females 20-29  > 2700m  2200 - 2700m  1800 - 2199m  1500 - 1799m  < 1500m   

              

 Females 30-39  > 2500m  2000 - 2500m  1700 - 1999m  1400 - 1699m  < 1400m   

              

 Females 40-49  > 2300m  1900 - 2300m  1500 - 1899m  1200 - 1499m  < 1200m   

              

 Females 50+  > 2200m  1700 - 2200m  1400 - 1699m  1100 - 1399m  < 1100m    
 

 

 

 

 

Chin Up 
 

Purpose : The objective of the Chins Test is to monitor the development of the arm and shoulder 

muscular endurance. 

 

Procedure : The athlete hangs from the bar with the palms of their hands facing them and arms straight 

(start position)The athlete, using the arms, pulls the body up until the chin is above the bar and then 

lowers the body to the start position The athlete continues with the pull ups until they are unable to 

continue or let go of the bar The assistant counts and records the number of successfully completed pull 

ups 

 

scoring 
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 Gender  Excellent  Above Average  Average  Below Average  Poor  

              

 Male  >13  9 - 13  6 - 8  3 - 5  <3  

              

 Female  >6  5 - 6  3 - 4  1 - 2  0  

                             
 
 
 

 

 

EXPERIMENT 3: Date :……………….. 
 

THE GAME – FOOTBALL 

 

Introduction 
 

Football is a sport played between two teams of eleven players with a spherical ball. It is played 

by 250 million players in over 200 countries, making it the world's most popular sport. The game is 

played on a rectangular field with a goal at each end. The goalkeepers are the only players allowed to 

touch the ball with their hands or arms while it is in play and then only in their penalty area. Outfield 

players mostly use their feet to strike or pass the ball, but may use their head or torso to strike the ball 

instead. The team that scores the most goals by the end of the match wins. If the score is level at the end 

of the game, either a draw is declared or the game goes into extra time and/or a penalty shootout 

depending on the format of the competition. 
 

Within normal play, all players are free to play the ball in any direction and move throughout the 

pitch. In game play, players attempt to create goal-scoring opportunities through individual control of the 

ball, such as by dribbling, passing and by taking shots at the goal. Football is generally a free-flowing 

game, broadly the game football include three main categories of players they are strikers or forwards, 

whose main task is to score goals; defenders, who specialise in preventing their opponents from scoring; 

and midfielders, who dispossess the opposition and keep possession of the ball to pass it to the forwards 

on their team. Players in these positions are referred to as outfield players. The ten outfield players may 

be arranged in any combination. The layout of a team's players is known as a formation. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Team_sport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Football_player
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ball_(association_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_football_pitch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goal_(sport)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goalkeeper_(association_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penalty_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tie_(draw)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extra_time
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penalty_shootout_(association_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penalty_shootout_(association_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penalty_shootout_(association_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dribbling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Striker_(association_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defender_(football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midfielder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formation_(association_football)
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The Pitch  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3 The length of the pitch for international adult matches is in the range of 100–110 m (110–120 

yd) and the width is in the range of 64–75 m (70–80 yd), provided that the pitch does not become square. 

The longer boundary lines are touchlines, while the shorter boundaries (on which the goals are placed) are 

goal lines. A rectangular goal is positioned at the middle of each goal line. The inner edges of the vertical 

goal posts must be 7.32 m (8 yd) apart, and the lower edge of the horizontal crossbar supported by the 

goal posts must be 2.44 m (8 ft) above the ground. Nets are usually placed behind the goal, but are not 

required by the Laws. 

  
The laws of football 

 

The rules of football are officially referred to as the "Laws of the Game .There are 17 laws in 

total they are, The Field of Play, The Ball, The Players, The Players Equipment, The Referee, The other 

Match Officals, The Duration of the Match, The Start and Restart of Play, The Ball in and Out of Play, 

Determinig the Outcome of match, Offside, Fouls/Misconduct, Free Kicks, The Penalty Kicks, The Throw-

in, The Goal kick, The Corner Kick. 

 

GOVERNING BODIES 
 
FIFA 
 

The recognised international governing body of football (and associated games, such as and beach 

soccer) is FIFA. The FIFA headquarters are located in Zürich, Switzerland. Six regional confederations are 

associated with FIFA , these are 

 

 Asia: Asian Football Confederation (AFC) 
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 Africa: Confederation of African Football (CAF) 
 

 Europe: Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) 
 

 North/Central America & Caribbean: Confederation of North, Central American and Caribbean 

Association Football (CONCACAF) 
 

 Oceania: Oceania Football Confederation (OFC) 
 

 South America: Confederación Sudamericana de Fútbol/Confederação Sul-americana de Futebol 

(South American Football Confederation; CONMEBOL) 

 

All India Football 

Federation 

 
 

(AIFF) 

 
 

 
The All India Football Federation (AIFF) is the organisation which manages the game of 

association football in India. It administers the running of the India national football team and also 

 

controls the I-League, India's premier domestic club competition, in addition to various other competitions 

and teams. The AIFF was founded in 1937, and gained FIFA affiliation in the year 1948, after India's 

independence in 1947. Currently it has office at Dwarka, New Delhi. India was one of the founding 

members of the Asian Football Confederation in 1954. 
 
 
Kerala Football Association 

 

The Kerala Football Association (Kerala FA) is one of the 36 Indian State Football Associations 

that are affiliated to the All India Football Federation. This administers lower tier football in the state of 

Kerala.The Football Association is based in Kochi, The Association's President is K.M.I. Mather. The 

Official Website is www.keralafa.in 

1 

 

 

 

EXPERIMENT 4: Date :……………….. 
 

CRICKET 
 
Introduction  

Cricket is a bat-and-ball game played between two teams of 11 players each on a field at the centre 

of which is a rectangular 22-yard long pitch. Each team takes its turn to bat, attempting to score runs, while 

the other team fields. Each turn is known as innings. The bowler delivers the ball to the batsman who 

attempts to hit the ball with his bat away from the fielders so he can run to the other end of the pitch and 

score a run. Each batsman continues batting until he is out. The batting team continues batting until ten 

batsmen are out, or a specified number of overs of six balls have been bowled, at which point the teams 

switch roles and the fielding team comes in to bat. In professional cricket the length of a game ranges from 

20 overs per side to Test cricket played over five days. The Laws of Cricket are maintained by the 

International Cricket Council (ICC) Cricket was first played in southern England in or before the 16th 

century. By the end of the 18th century, it had developed to be the national sport of England. The 

expansion of the British Empire led to cricket being played overseas and by the mid-19th century the first 

international match was held. ICC, the game's governing body, has 10 full members.
[5]

 The game is most 

popular in Australasia, England, the Indian subcontinent, the West Indies and Southern Africa. 
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Playing surface  
Cricket is played on a grassy field. The Laws of Cricket do not specify the size or shape of the field 

but it is often oval. In the centre of the field is a rectangular strip, known as the pitch. Each wicket on the 

pitch consists of three wooden stumps placed vertically, in line with one another. They are surmounted by 

two wooden crosspieces called bails Four lines, known as creases, are painted onto the pitch around the 

wicket areas to define the batsman's "safe territory" and to determine the limit of the bowler's approach. 

These are called the "popping" (or batting) crease, the bowling crease and two "return" creases. The stumps 

are placed in line on the bowling creases The popping crease is parallel to the bowling crease and is in 

front of the wicket. The return creases are perpendicular to the other two ,they are adjoined to the ends of 

the popping crease and are drawn through the ends of the bowling crease.  
Bowling  

In the sport of cricket bowling is the action of propelling the ball toward the wicket defended by a 

batsman. A player skilled at bowling is called a bowler; a bowler who is also a competent batsman is 

known as an all-rounder. Bowling the ball is distinguished from throwing the ball by a strictly specified 

biomechanical definition which restricts the angle of extension of the elbow. A single act of bowling the 

ball towards the batsman is called a ball or a delivery. Bowlers bowl deliveries in sets of six, called an 

over. Once a bowler has bowled their over, one of their team mates will bowl an over from the other end of 

the pitch. If a ball is bowled illegally, an umpire will rule it a no ball.
[2]

 If a ball is bowled too wide of the 

striker for the batsman to be able to play at it with a proper cricket shot, the bowler's end umpire will rule it 

a wide. 

  
Fielding  

Fielding in the sport of cricket is the action of fielders in collecting the ball after it is struck by the 

batsman, in such a way either to limit the number of runs that the batsman scores or to get the batsman out 

by catching the ball in flight or running the batsman out. Cricket fielding position can be broken down into 

offside and leg side parts of the field. A fielder or fieldsman may field the ball with any part. 
 
 
Batting  

Batting is the act or skill of hitting the cricket ball with a cricket bat to score runs or prevent the loss 

of one's wicket. A player who is currently batting is denoted as a batsman, while the act of hitting the ball 

is called a shot or stroke. The term specialist batsman are also used to describe players who specialise in 

batting. During an innings two members of the batting side are on the pitch at any time: the one facing the 

current delivery from the bowler is denoted the striker, while the other is the non-striker. When a batsman 

is out, he is replaced by a teammate. This continues until the end of the innings or 10 of the team members 

are out, whereupon the other team gets a turn to bat. 

  
Runs  

The primary concern of the batsman on strike is to prevent the ball hitting the wicket and 

secondarily to score runs. By hitting the ball with his bat, he and his partner have time to run from one end 

of the pitch to the other before the fielding side can return the ball. To register a run, both runners must 

touch the ground behind the crease with either their bats or their bodies. More than one run can be scored 

from a single hit. Hits that reach the boundary of the field are automatically awarded four runs or six runs if 

the ball clears the boundary without touching the ground within the boundary. Additional runs can be 

gained by the batting team as extras due to errors made by the fielding side. This is achieved in four ways 

they are no ball, wide ,bye and leg bye 
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Dismissals  

There are eleven ways in which a batsman can be dismissed; five relatively common and six  
extremely rare. The common forms of dismissal are "bowled", "caught", "leg before wicket" (lbw), "run  
out", and "stumped". Less common methods are "hit wicket", "hit the ball twice", "obstructed the field",  
"handled the ball" and "timed out" – these are almost unknown in the professional game.  
Cricket statistics  
Certain traditional statistics are familiar to most cricket fans. The basic batting statistics include: 

 

1. Innings (I): The number of innings in which the batsman actually batted. 
 
2. Not outs (NO): The number of times the batsman was not out at the conclusion of an innings they 

batted in. 
 
3. Runs (R): The number of runs scored. 

 
4. Highest score (HS/Best): The highest score ever made by the batsman. 

 
5. Batting average (Ave): The total number of runs divided by the total number of innings in which the 

batsman was out. 
 
6. Centuries (100): The number of innings in which the batsman scored one hundred runs or more. 

 
7. Half-centuries (50): The number of innings in which the batsman scored fifty to ninety-nine runs 

 
8. Balls faced (BF): The total number of balls received, including no balls but not including wide 

 
9. Strike rate (SR): The number of runs scored per 100 balls faced. 

 
10. Run rate (RR): Is the number of runs a batsman (or the batting side) scores in an over of six balls. 

 
The basic bowling statistics include: 

11. Overs (O): The number of overs bowled. 

12. Balls (B): The number of balls bowled. Overs is more traditional, but balls is a more useful statistic 

because the number of balls per over has varied historically. 
 
13. Maiden overs (M): The number of maiden overs (overs in which the bowler conceded zero runs) 

bowled. 
 
14. Runs (R): The number of runs conceded. 

 
15. Wickets (W): The number of wickets taken. 

 
16. No balls (Nb): The number of no balls bowled. 

 
17. Wides (Wd): The number of wide bowled. 

 
18. Bowling average (Ave): The average number of runs conceded per wicket. 

 
19. Strike rate (SR): The average number of balls bowled per wicket. 

 
20. Economy rate (Econ): The average number of runs conceded per over. 

 

The International Cricket Council (ICC) 
 

The International Cricket Council (ICC), which has its headquarters in Dubai, is the international 

governing body of cricket. The ICC has 104 members: 10 Full Members that play official Test matches, 34 

Associate Members, and 60 Affiliate Members.
[50]

The ICC is responsible for the organisation and 

governance of cricket's major international tournaments, notably the Cricket World Cup. It also appoints 

the umpires and referees that officiate at all sanctioned Test matches, One Day International and Twenty20 

Internationals. Each nation has a national cricket board which regulates cricket matches played in its 

country. The cricket board also selects the national squad and organises home and away tours for the 

national team.  
Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)  
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The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) is the national governing body for cricket in 

India. The board was formed in December 1928 as a society, registered under the Tamil Nadu Societies 

Registration Act. It is a consortium of state cricket associations and the state associations select their 

representatives who in turn elect the BCCI officials.BCCI does not depend on the Government for its 

finances. The global media rights for international cricket to be held in India were awarded to Rupert 

Murdoch-led production house Star India for Rs 3,851 crore for six years. Official kit sponsorship rights 

for 5 years from 2010 to 2013 inclusive were awarded to Nike for US$43 Million. While Air Sahara 

became the official Indian cricket team sponsor for a period of four years at a cost of US$70 Million. The 

media rights for 25 neutral venue one-day matches to be played over the next 5 years were awarded to Zee 

Telefilms for US$219.15 million. BCCI had avoided taxes on its income, claiming exemption as a 

charitable organization. Although the Income Tax Department withdrew this exemption in 2007-08, BCCI 

only paid tax amounting to 419 million (US$6.6 million) against its tax liability of 4.13 billion(US$65 

million) in the 2009-10 financial year
.
 On 12 September 2006 BCCI, announced that it will spend $347 

Million (Rs. 16 Billion) over the subsequent one year to upgrade the cricket stadiums around the country. 

 

 

Summary  
As we know in a country like India where cricket is very famous team game and it is mostly played 

by all age category peoples and even, most of the parents have that same feeling to see their children as 

cricketers and to take it as their career profession. Cricket is the game which required different types of 

techniques and strategies with different types of psychological balancing for handling time to time 

situation in the matches. 

 

CRICKET PLAYING FIELD  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXPERIMENT 5: Date :……………….. 
 

BADMINTON  
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History  
The game of badminton originated in Siam, China over 2,000 years ago. It was brought to England 

in 1870 and was played somewhat like tennis. After being played in Canada, badminton arrived in 

America and has been popular since 1929. Since 1992, badminton has been an Olympic sport. 
 
Nature of the Game  

Badminton is played as a singles or doubles game with one or two players on a side. The object of 

the game is to hit the shuttlecock back and forth with a racket across a net five feet high at its center. The 

shuttlecock should be hit with such speed and accuracy that the opponent is unable to return the shot 

successfully. The game can either be fast or slow paced, depending on the skill level of the players 
 
Safety  

1. Keep a firm grip on the racket. 
 

2. Be careful not to hit your partner with the racket. 
 

3. Stop play if other players enter your court. 
 

4. Be aware of the walls and the net posts. 
 

5. Before play, agree on the boundaries and determine the first server. 
 

6. Players call their own lines; replay the point if in doubt. 
 

7. Shake hands after the game/match. 

 

Game Rules/Scoring  
Players  

1. Singles – one player on a side. 
 

2. Doubles – two players on a side. 
 

3. Mixed Doubles – one male and one female partner opposing a male and female opponent.  
Scoring  

1. Rally scoring allows for a point to be won by either team regardless of which team is serving. 
 

2. Both singles and doubles games are won with 21 points. 
 

3. The side winning a rally adds a point to its’ score. 
 

4. At 20 all, the side that gains a 2 point lead first, wins that game. 
 

5. At 29 all, the side scoring the 30th point wins that game.  
6. In the third game of singles and doubles, players change sides when a side scores 11 points.  
7. A match is won by winning two out of three games. 

 
General Rules/Regulations 

  
Serving  

1. The server must keep both feet in contact with the floor at the time of the serve. 

2. The shuttlecock  must be contacted below the waist. 
 

3. The racket head must be below the server’s wrist. 
 

4. The server should not serve until the receiver is ready; the opponent is deemed ready if a return 

is attempted. 

 

5. Partners of the server and receiver may stand anywhere on the court providing they do not 

obstruct the opponent’s view. 

 

6. A shuttlecock that touches the net on the serve and goes into the proper service court is legal. 
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7. If the server misses the shuttlecock on the serve attempt, it still counts. In singles and doubles 

the serve would go to the opponent. The serve is lost to the opponent 

 

A fault (violation of rules) occurs if:  
1. On the service, any part of the racket head is higher than the server’s wrist and contact is made 

above the waist. 
 

2. The service fails to cross the net or go into the proper service court. 
 

3. The feet of the server and receiver are not in the proper courts at time of service. 
 

4. The server hesitates or stops (feint/balk) the service motion or misses the bird. 
 

5. The improper receiver returns the bird on the serve. 
 

6. A bird hit into the net, under the net, against the wall or ceiling is out-of-bounds. 
 

7. A player hits the bird before it crosses the net. 
 

8. The bird touches a player or clothing. 
 

9. The player touches the net while the bird is in play. 
 

10. The bird is hit twice in succession by one/both partners. 
 

11. The bird is held, caught, or carried on the racket when struck. 
 

12. A player obstructs an opponent. 

 

Let (a play allowed to be replayed)  
The shuttlecock becomes caught in or on the net after passing over the net. 

 
The following situations occur before the next serve and if the offending side wins the rally: 
 

1. The correct server serves from the wrong court. 
 

2. The wrong server serves from either the correct/incorrect service court. 
 

3. The correct receiver receives in the wrong court. 

 

Basic Skills  
A. Grip  

1. Forehand – with the racket head perpendicular to the floor, shake hands with the grip so the 

―V‖ formed by the thumb and forefinger is on the top of the handle. 
 

2. Backhand – using a forehand grip, rotate the hand slightly so the thumb is along and wide side 

of the handle. 

 
B. Footwork  

1. Move toward the shot with short steps and end with a long stride. 
 

2. Most shots are played with the body at right angles to the net. 
 

3. In the ready position the racket is held high, the knees are slightly bent, and the body weight is 

on the balls of the feet.  
 

C. Strokes  
By using the same motion for all shots, the opponent is unable to detect what shot you are going to 

make until the shuttlecock is actually hit. A good wrist action allows more power and control with much 

less effort. A forehand stroke is one from the dominant side; the backhand stroke is from the non-dominant 

side. The racket is swung back, the arm is bent with the elbow up, the wrist is cocked, and the body weight 

is placed on the back foot. From this position, the stroke is made by throwing the hand at the point of 
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contact between bird and racket with weight being transferred to the forward foot. If possible, shots should 

be made with an overhand stroke. 

 

1. Clear – a shot used to drive your opponent away from the net or forecourt or to slow the game.  
The bird should fly above the opponent’s reach and fall within one foot of the baseline. 

 
2. Smash – an attacking shot made at the limit of one’s upward reach and slightly in front of the 

shoulder. At the moment of contact, the arm and wrist come down forcibly. 
 

3. Drive – A flat shot kept as low as possible and is second only to the smash as an attacking shot. 
 

4. Drop Shot – any shot that drops immediately after crossing the net. The descent of the bird is 

controlled with little follow-through. 
 

5. Net Shot – any shot played as near to the net as possible, controlled by wrist and forearm. The 

hairpin shot is an example of a net shot. 

 

 

 

EXPERIMENT 6: 
 

VOLLEYBALL  
History  

YMCA Director William G. Morgan developed the game of volleyball in 1895 in Holyoke, 

Massachusetts. It was devised as a recreational activity for businessmen who wanted a game that had less 

physical contact than basketball. Morgan originally called the game ―mintonette‖. Dr. George Fisher is 

known as the ―father of volleyball‖ for his organization of the United States Volleyball Association 

(USVBA) which was established in 1928. Volleyball was introduced to the Olympic Games in Tokyo in 

1964. In 1984, the US men won their first Olympic Gold Medal in Volleyball. In recent years, the game 

has evolved to include more action and force through the use of power volleyball skills. 

 

Game  
Volleyball is a game played by two teams of 6 players, each on a rectangular court separated into 

two areas by a net. One team serves the ball over the net, trying to make it land with the opponent’s 

playing area. The receiving team shall return the ball over the net in a manner that it should land in the 

opponent’s playing area. Every time the ball hits the floor a point is scored. This method of scoring is 

known as rally scoring. 

Scoring  
Rally scoring is when the serving team wins a rally, they score a point. When the receiving team 

wins a rally, they gain a point and the right to serve. Games (Sets) are played to 25 points with a minimum 

two-point advantage wins a set (no cap). Winning 2 out of 3 sets completes the match. 

 

 

Skills in Volleyball 
 

Forearm Pass - Method of passing the ball by bouncing it simultaneously off of both forearms. 

Commonly used for serve reception, passing a hard spiked ball, or passing a ball lower than the nose or 

away from the middle of the player’s body. Usually the first hit by the receiving team. 

 

Dig – Passing of a powerfully spiked or hit ball. The back row players are responsible for digging the ball 

and keeping it in play. 
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Set/Overhead pass - Overhand technique of putting the ball into the air close to the net for the spike.  
Usually the second hit after the forearm pass. 

 

Spike - Striking of the ball with the hand above net height to send the ball forcefully downward into the 

opponent’s court. This is the ideal third hit in a series. ―BUMP, SET, and SPIKE‖ is the ideal offense 

attack. 

 

Block - A defensive play by one or more of the front row players meant to intercept a spiked ball. The 

block does not count as a hit. 

 

Serve -Method of putting the ball in play (from behind the end line of the court). The serve must be made 

from within a service area from right side line to the left side line. There are three types of serves: 

underhand, sidearm and overhand. The underhand serve is the easiest to master and is used by beginners. 

The sidearm serve can be useful if you want lower trajectory and can put spin on the ball. The overhand 

serve is the type most commonly seen and is very powerful and most difficult to receive. 

 

Basic Rules 

 

1.Let serve – If the ball is served and makes contact with the net but reaches the opposing team’s side, the 

ball is considered in play.  
2.A player may not hit the ball two times in a row. The only exception is if a player attempts to block and 

touches the ball, then he/she may play the next ball.  
3. A team may only touch the ball three times before it is sent over the net.  
4. There are 6 players on each team on the court at a time.  
5.A net violation occurs when any player comes in contact with the net with any part of the body while the 

ball is in play. When spiking the ball, the spiker’s follow-through may not contact the net.  
6.Players from the back row are allowed to spike the volleyball; however, they have to jump from behind 

the 10 foot line (spiking line).  
7. Line/Court Rules:  
a. A ball is considered in bounds if any part of the ball is touching the side or end line.  
b. A player may step on the centerline but his/her entire foot may not be completely over the line.  
c. When serving, a player may not step on or over the end line until after contacting the ball.  
d. If the ball hits the antenna, it is considered out of bounds.  
e. If the ball hits the ceiling and comes down on the opposing team’s court, it is considered out of bounds. 

However, if the ball contacts the ceiling and comes down on the same side of the net, the ball is still 

playable.  
8. No player may contact the ball on the opponent’s side of the net, unless it is a block.  
9. Players rotate in a clockwise position.  
10. Blocking a served ball is not permitted, nor is attacking a served ball while the ball is directly over the 

net. 

 

 

EXPERIMENT 7 : 

YOGA 
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Yoga is an old discipline from India. It is both spiritual and physical. Yoga 

uses breathing techniques, exercise and meditation. It helps to improve health and happiness. 

Yoga is the Sanskrit word for union. 

Patanjali was a pioneer of classical yoga. He defined yoga as "the cessation of the modification of the 

mind". (stopping changing the mind). 

A person doing yoga will move from one posture (called asana) to another. For example, the "sun-

salutation" contains 12 poses of asanas, one after the other, and is said to help balance body and soul. The 

"sun-salutation" is popularly known as "Suryanamaskar" 

History 

 

Yoga was introduced by Indian Ascetic . Ascetic practices (tapas) are referenced in the Brāhmaṇas (900 to 

500 BC), early commentaries on the Vedas.
[1]

 Several seals discovered at Indus Valley Civilization (~3300–

1700 B.C.) sites in Pakistan depict figures in positions resembling a common yoga or meditation pose. The 

pose shows "a form of ritual discipline, suggesting a precursor of yoga", according to archaeologist Gregory 

Possehl.
[2]

 Scholars think there must be some type of connection between the Indus Valley seals and later 

yoga and meditation practices, though there is no conclusive evidence. 

What does Asana mean in yoga? 

 

We'll start with the term ―asana‖ which is part of most of the Sanskrit pose names. ―Asana‖ is defined as 

any of the yogic postures or movements, but literally translates to ―seat.‖ It's said that originally the only 

posture in yoga was a comfortable seat taken for long periods of mediation. 

 

Basic Postures 

 SIRSASANA – HEADSTAND. An asana in which you balance on your elbows, arms and head.  

 SARVANGASANA – SHOULDERSTAND. An inverted pose, with the body resting on the shoulders.. 

 HALASANA – PLOUGH POSE 

 MATSYASANA – FISH. POSE 

 PASCIMOTTANASANA - SITTING FORWARD BEND POSE 

 BHUJANGASANA – COBRA POSE 

 SALABHASANA – LOCUST POSE 

 DHANURĀSANA – BOW POSE 
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EXPERIMENT 8   

FIRST AID 
 
First aid is the first and immediate assistance given to any person suffering from either a minor or 

serious illness or injury, with care provided to preserve life, prevent the condition from severe, or to 

promote recovery. 

 

AIMS 

The primary goal of first aid is to prevent death or serious injury from worsening. The key aims of first aid 

can be summarized in three key points, sometimes known as 'the three Ps':
[12]

 

Preserve life 

The overriding aim of all medical care which includes first aid, is to save lives and minimize the threat of 

death. 

Prevent further harm 

Prevent further harm also sometimes called prevent the condition from worsening, or danger of further 

injury, this covers both external factors, such as moving a patient away from any cause of harm, and 

applying first aid techniques to prevent worsening of the condition, such as applying pressure to stop a 

bleed becoming dangerous. 

Promote recovery[ 

First aid also involves trying to start the recovery process from the illness or injury,and in some cases might 

involve completing a treatment, such as in the case of applying a plaster to a small wound. 

It is important to note that first aid is not medical treatment and cannot be compared with what a trained 

medical professional provides. First aid involves making common sense decisions in best interest of an 

injured person. 

 

PRICE  

Price is used for acute injury like ligament sprain, muscle strain or pull 

The primary treatment to stop swelling of injured soft tissue is with the PRICE method. 

P : PROTECTION 

R: PROTECTION 

I  : ICE 

C: COMPRESSION 

E: ELEVATION 

 

PROTECTION 

Protection means stopping activity immediately and protect the injured part from additional damage. 

The area injured should be protected with any covering from further movements 

REST 

Rest the area to allow the tissues time to heal. 

The area should have e rested when the injury happened, there will be no more movement for the body part 

ICE 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Injury
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Applying cold therapy (ice or an ice pack wrapped in a thin towel) to an acute injury reduces swelling and 

pain. Ice is a vaso-constrictor. It causes the blood vessels to narrow and limits internal bleeding at the injury 

site. Apply cold to the affected area every two hours for no more than 20 minutes at a time. Allow the skin 

temperature to return to normal before icing a again. You can ice an acute injury several times a day for up 

to three days. 

COMPRESSION 

Compression of an acute injury is perhaps the next most important immediate treatment tip. By quickly 

wrapping the injured body part with an elastic bandage or wrap, you help keep swelling to a minimum. If 

possible, it's helpful to apply ice to the injured area over the compression wrap to limit the swelling. 

ELEVATION 

Elevating the injured area is another way to reduce the blood flow and swelling to the area. 

 

What should I keep in my first aid kit? 

It's important to have a well-stocked first aid kit in your home so you can deal with minor accidents and 

injuries. 

Your first aid kit should be locked and kept in a cool, dry place out of the reach of children. 

Many people also keep a small first aid kit in their car for emergencies. 

Your basic first aid kit 

A basic first aid kit may contain: 

 plasters in a variety of different sizes and shapes 

 small, medium and large sterile gauze dressings 

 at least 2 sterile eye dressings 

 triangular bandages 

 crêpe rolled bandages 

 safety pins 

 disposable sterile gloves 

 soap 

 antibiotic ointment 

 antiseptic solution (like hydrogen peroxide) 

 scissors 

 sticky tape 

 cream or spray to relieve insect bites and stings 

 antiseptic cream 

 painkillers such as paracetamol  

 eye wash and eye bath 

 

It may also be useful to keep a basic first aid manual or instruction booklet with your first aid kit. 

Medicines should be checked regularly to make sure they're within their use-by date
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